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Abstract. Mature society of economy and welfare is any individual advocacy is generally accepted, along
with movements for individualization. At this society, providing opportunities to learn techniques is important
to support a person with disability for engineering students. In order to touch welfare situations for students,
we have tackled development of an internship program with a special subsidiary company (SSC). The SSC
employs not only many persons with disabilities but also experienced engineers, and has various universal
design environments. We found that the student learned relations between major subjects at engineering and
production techniques through the interview survey. In addition, we also considered that the program was
related to Nonaka's knowledge management model. Reporting the internship experience meant Combination
process in the model had a good influence on other students, other faculty members and the other SSCs. As a
result, there were spread for students joined the SSC internship program and SSCs accepted the internship
program. These considerations suggest that the internship program with a special subsidiary company is one
possible way for growing universal design mind engineers.
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1. Introduction
In an increasingly globalized world, we need to r
ealize an inclusive society in which individuals can im
prove the ability and can demonstrate the ability. In or
der to persons with disabilities to demonstrate their abi
lities, it is necessary to implement systems to support
them and fostering scientists and engineers in such fiel
ds as welfare and medical care. In the future the supp
ort and agency to technology for the functions impaire
d mind and body will become more diverse in need.
By a support technology being used for such an indivi
dual treatment, it is hoped that it leads to the switch
of the economic structure to the sustainable direction.
Therefore, we think that providing opportunities to
learn techniques is important to support a person with
disability for engineering students. As one of opportu
nities, an internship program in companies gives variou
s experiences and identity construction to students. To
educate an engineer with a universal and an inclusive
design in mind, a special subsidiary company (SSC) is
one of the best companies, because it employ not onl
y many persons with disabilities but also experienced
engineers, and has various universal design environmen
ts. The company is a practice unknown to other count
ries, and is unique to Japanese welfare system. We att
empted to perform a company tour as an educational
method to foster inclusively minded engineers.
"National Institute of Technology, Japan" called K
OSEN, is also unique educational organization which fi
ve- year engineering education from 15 years old stud
ents. In Japanese school system, the KOSEN covers hi
gh school level education and the first-two-years curric
ulum of the university. In order to provide high-quality
early technical education, the students generally have
equal or higher ability compared with university studen
ts. And then, it has two-year course where higher edu
cation in engineering is conducted. Most graduates in t
he course receive bachelor's degrees from the National
Institution for Academic Degrees and University Eval
uation. Having graduated from college, each alumnus s
tarted individually working at a company, or proceedin
g with two-year advanced courses program at college,
or transferring to a university as a third-year student. I
n present, the number of graduates of engineering as
whole higher education in Japan is about 390,000 incl
uded 51,000 KOSEN graduates by a year. We introduc
e in this paper the internship program with the compa
ny for a sixth grade student and consider its effect thr
ough several surveys of students.
In addition, the number of students studying in en
gineering fields in Japan is about 410,000 students wit
hin 51,000 KOSEN students. So, the KOSEN trains ov

er ten percent engineers in Japan. Thus, the developme
nt of new engineering education method at KOSEN m
ay have an impact on university engineering education.
In this report, we introduce our second approach to a
n education model of the internship program with the
company for engineering students. And we also consid
er its qualitative evaluation with Nonaka’s SECI model.

2. Content of the Internship Program with SSC
The special subsidiary company system was establ
ished to facilitate the hiring of handicapped people as
part of the Welfare Employment System of Japan sinc
e 1976. A company having more than 50 employees is
required by law to employ at least 2.0% handicapped
persons. Alternatively, the company is allowed to esta
blish a SSC for handicapped persons, employing them
at this subsidiary instead at the parent company or cor
porate group. As of May 2015, there are 421 SSCs in
Japan. We collaborated with OMRON KYOTO TAIY
O Co. Ltd. which established as a joint venture compa
ny of OMRON Corporation and the Social Welfare Or
ganization Japan Sun Industries in 1985, allowing our
student to participate in the internship. Japan Sun Indu
stries has been providing jobs for people with disabiliti
es by Dr. Yutaka Nakamura since 1965. OMRON KY
OTO TAIYO Co. Ltd. has 167 employees of which 1
27 are disabled and produces industrial machinery prod
ucts such as sockets, sensors, relays, health equipment
and PLC power supply units. There is also an Enginee
ring Division (ED) adapting each machine to compensa
te for lost physical functions of a worker. During a tw
o-month internship, it was required to design and deve
lop a solution for one of the ED’s annual improvemen
t projects. While the subject was assigned by the com
pany, the student was expected to independently carry
out almost all the design. Of course, a student could c
onsult with a technical director at the ED when necess
ary. Furthermore, the budget for a two-month internshi
p was less than 100,000 JPY, in addition to using the
facilities of OMRON KYOTO TAIYO Co. Ltd.

3. Result of the Internship Program with SSC
The student who participated as the first in the interns
hip program, tackled with developing a packing case machi
ne that was modified such that a hearing impaired worker w
ould not forget to affix tape to the packing case (Figure
1). To examine educational effects of the internship, we inte
rviewed the student. It was found that the student acquired t
acit knowledge of elements of fluid mechanics, industrial m
echanics, mechanical design theory, programming, machini
ng practices, sequence programing, Productive technologie

s and how to use air cylinders. The greatest insight indicate
d by the student was the concept of the operator's safety an
d work environment being the maximum priority. The stude
nt also developed the vision of a manufacturing engineer as
a person who is helpful to other people. Note that the stud
ent learned sign language voluntarily to contact the hearing
impaired operator. The student then reported that he felt "jo
y to work" and "pleasure in helping society" as an engineer.
In addition, this program has been also beneficial for the c
ompany.

Figure 1: A packing case machine

4. Apply SECI Model to the Internship Program
Nonaka's Innovation theory has been implemented by
various companies and has had a positive impact. The SECI
model maintains that tacit knowledge and explicit
knowledge are not separate but mutually complementary
entities(Figure2). They interact with each other in the
creative activities of human beings. An interaction between
tacit and explicit is called the knowledge conversion

process. This process consists of four stages: Socialization,
Externalization, Combination and Internalization. We found
that the SECI model describes accurately a knowledge-cr
eating system to aid the support of people with disord
ers.
The first stage, Socialization (tacit to tacit), explains s
ocial interaction as tacit to tacit knowledge transfer, sharing
tacit knowledge face-to-face or through experiences or
know how. At this stage, the student has learned through w
orkers with disabilities and experienced engineers.
The second stage, Externalization (tacit to explicit), embe
d the combined tacit knowledge which enable its communic
ation. At this stage, the student writes daily report during th
e internship.
The third stage, Combination (explicit to explicit), co
mbines different types of explicit knowledge like building p
rototypes. Explicit knowledge is collected from inside or ou
tside the organization and then combined, edited or process
ed to form new knowledge. The student reports to other per
sons, for example at conferences, about what he or she has l
earned during the internship.
The fourth stage, Internalization (explicit to tacit), is re
alized by learning and doing; on the other hand, explicit kn
owledge becomes part of an individual's knowledge and wil
l be assets for an organization. The fact that the student has
felt "joy to work" and "pleasure in helping societies" when
he or she developed assistive equipment, is as such an asset
for the SSC.
In addition, the student also gets some feedback for hi
mself. Within the KOSEN education, internship programs h
ave been prepared for all students. Eventually, through a ph
enomenon called "knowledge spiral", knowledge creation a
nd sharing becomes part of the culture of an organization.

Figure 2: Schematic of the SECI model of the internship program

5. Effect of the Internship Program
As result of the internship program, we had sever
al presentations for other students and other SSCs. It
was correspond to Combination process of SECI model.
Our presentations made a big opportunity for increasi
ng SSC’s internship programs in which KOSEN studen
ts can participate. Table 1 shows SSCs’ accepting of t
he internship program, the periods of it, grades of stud
ents and accepting numbers of students. The detail of
each internship program is now progress. New internsh
ip programs will be held in summer vacation term fro
m end of August to middle of September respectively.
As these behaviors, we considered that students a
nd SSCs found their own new values and resources th
rough the internship program.
Table 1: New plans of internship programs
Names
Periods
Grades
Numbers
OMRON
2 weeks
4
1
TAIYO
2 month
Adv.1
2
OMRON
3 days
4
1
KYOTO
2 weeks
4
1
TAIYO
1 month
Adv.1
1
4
1
Sony Taiyo
2 weeks
OKI
all
During the
2 weeks
Work Well
adjustment

6. Conclusions and Outlook
Mature society of economy and welfare is any in
dividual advocacy is generally accepted, along with mo
vements for individualization. At this society, providing
opportunities to learn techniques is important to supp
ort a person with disability for engineering students. In
order to touch welfare situations for students, we intr
oduced an internship program with a special subsidiary
company to grow universal and inclusive minded engi
neers. This has made great contributions to understandi
ng of an inclusive mind for the student. The result in
dicates that the internship program with SSC is one p
ossible way for the students to arise an inclusive mind.
The learning process of the internship program ca
n apply to the SECI model. Especially, Combination p
rocess means the student and faculty members spread t
he internship experience over other persons and other
SSCs, is effective to know the values of the internship
program. In addition, students and the internship prog
ram give positive influence on SSCs. Through the inte
rnship program, SSCs have started to notice their own
values and resources. This result suggests that the int
ernship program with a special subsidiary company is
one possible way for growing universal design mind e

ngineers. We have been already engaged in developing
a quantitative assessment method of the program and
expanding the program in cooperation with SSCs.
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